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This paperdevelops a model to analyse how skill premiadiffer over time and across countries,and
uses this model to study the impact of internationaltradeon wage inequality.Skill premiaare determined
by technology, the relative supply of skills, and trade.Technology is itself endogenous, and responds to
profitincentives.An increasein the relativesupplyof skills, holdingtechnology constant,reduces the skill
premium.But an increasein the supplyof skills over time also induces a change in technology,increasing
the demandfor skills. The most importantresult of the paperis thatincreasedinternationaltradeinduces
skill-biased technical change. As a result, trade opening can cause a rise in inequalityboth in the U.S.
and the less developedcountries,and thanksto the induced skill-biasedtechnical change, this can happen
without a rise in the relative prices of skill-intensive goods in the U.S., which is the usual intervening
mechanismin the standardtrademodels.

1. INTRODUCTION
This paperdevelops a tractablemodel linking skill premia(returnsto skills) to relative supplies,
technology, and trade. The main innovationof the model is to treat the degree of skill bias of
technology, and hence the demandfor skills, as endogenous, and relate it to the supply of skills
and to internationaltrade.I show that this frameworkis broadlyconsistent with the time-series
evidence on the evolution of the relative supplies and the skill premiumin the U.S., and crosscountrydifferences in skill premia.It also suggests that increasedinternationaltradecould be a
majorcause of the increasein wage inequalitybecause it induces skill-biasedtechnical change.
The literatureon wage inequality is now vast. Figure 1 shows, a number of U.S. facts
pertinentto this literature(see Appendix A for details). Startingin 1979, the college premiumthe wages of college graduatesrelativeto the wages of high school graduates-increased rapidly
to a level unprecedentedin the post-war period. Moreover,this happenedwhile the supply of
college skills was risingrapidly.The implicationis thatthe demandfor skills must have expanded
even more sharplyduringthis time period. The literaturehas drawna sharpdistinctionbetween
two possible causes for the increase in the demandfor skills: skill-biased technical change and
increasedinternationaltrade.1
The trade explanationsuggests that the U.S. skill premium increased because trade with
skill-scarce less developed countries (LDCs) raised the demand for skilled Americans. In fact,
between the early 1970's and mid-1990's the share of imports from LDCs in the U.S. GDP
increased by over fourfold. Although the trade explanation is theoretically plausible, most
economists discountthe role of internationaltradefor a varietyof reasons.
First, internationaltradeshould increasethe relativeprice of skill-intensivegoods andraise
the "derived"demandfor skills via this channel. However,most evidence points to a declining
or constant relative price of skill-intensive goods over this period (see, for example, Lawrence
and Slaughter(1993), Sachs and Shatz (1994), Desjounqueres,Machin and VanReenen (1999)).
1. ThroughoutI use the term skill-biasedtechnical change to mean any change in technology that increases the
aggregate demand for skills. Accordingly, an increase in the overall productivityof a sector that uses skilled workers
more intensively may correspondto skill-biasedtechnical change dependingon the elasticities of substitution.
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FIGURE 1

The behaviourof the (log) college premiumand relative supply of college skills (weeks workedby college equivalents
divided by weeks workedby noncollege equivalents)in the U.S. between 1939 and 1996

Second, as Figure 1 shows the skill premiumrose despite steadily increasingrelative supply of
skills for the whole post-warperiod.This patternsuggests thattherehas been secularskill-biased
technical change, increasingthe demandfor skills for most of this period. Many economists then
find it more plausible that skill-biased technical change is also responsible for the more rapid
increase in the demandfor skills over the recent decades (e.g. Autor, Katz and Krueger, 1998).
The fact that all sectors, even those producingless skilled goods, increased their demands for
more educated workers over this time period also suggests that skill-biased technical change
played a more importantrole than trade. Third, if trade were the cause of the increase in
inequality in the U.S., inequality should have fallen in the LDCs that have startedtradingwith
the more skill-abundantU.S. economy. The evidence, however,suggests that more of the LDCs
experiencedrising inequalityafteropening to internationaltrade(see the discussion presentedin
Section 2). Finally,a numberof economists have pointed out thatthe U.S. tradewith the LDCs is
not importantenough to have a majorimpacton the U.S. productmarketprices and consequently
on wages.2
The most importanthypothesis in this paperis that increasedinternationaltrademay have
been more importantthan generally believed because it induces skill-biased technical change.
Therefore,this paperarguesthat the two competingexplanationsfor the increasein the demand
for skills, tradeand technology,may be related.The basic reason why tradeinduces skill-biased
technical change is that it creates a tendency for the U.S. relative price of skill-intensivegoods
to increase. This change in relative prices increases the demand for technologies used in the
productionof these goods, makes these technologies more profitableto develop, and encourages
furthertechnical change directedat them.
The theory proposedin this paper avoids the main criticisms levelled against explanations
that view trade as the major cause of the recent rise in U.S. wage inequality. Because trade
induces skill-biased technical change, the explanation offered here is consistent with the
importanceof skill-biased technical change documented by other studies and points out that
2. See, for example,Katz andMurphy(1992), Berman,Bound andGriliches(1994), Krugman(1995) and Borjas,
Freemanand Katz (1997), but also the critiqueby Leamer(1994, 1996).
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standardcalculations underestimatethe impact of trade on wage inequality.Furthermore,with
sufficientlypronouncedskill-biasedchange, the demandfor skills and inequalitycan increasein
the LDCs also. Finally,althoughit is the increasein the relativeprice of skill-intensivegoods that
encourages skill-biased technical change, the increased productivityof skilled workersboth in
the U.S. and in othercountriesmay eventuallyreturnthe relativeprice of skill-intensivegoods to
its original (pre-trade)level in the U.S. So existing evidence on the changes in the U.S. relative
price of skill-intensive goods does not refute trade-basedexplanationsof the increase in U.S.
wage inequality.
The relatedliteratureincludes models of the increasein inequalityin the U.S., such as Galor
and Tsiddon (1997), Greenwood and Yorukoglu(1997), Acemoglu (1999a), Caselli (1999),
Aghion, Howitt and Violante(2000), Krusell,Ohanian,Rios-Rull and Violante(2000) and Galor
and Maov (2000). Acemoglu (1998) is most closely related.In thatpaper,I constructeda similar
model of directedtechnicalchange to show that the increasein the numberof college graduates
during the 1960's and 1970's in the U.S. can explain both the decline in the college premium
during the 1970's and its sharp rise during the 1980's. Here, I extend that model in a number
of directions. First, in Acemoglu (1998), I considered a closed economy model, while here I
analyse a multicountryset-up, where the equilibriumskill bias of technology is determinedat
the world level. This analysis highlights how the relationshipin the time series and the cross
section between the supply of skills and skill premia is shapedby differentfactors. Second and
most important,I incorporatethe analysis of internationaltrade into this framework,and show
that tradeopening induces skill-biased technicalchange.
Previous studies, including among others Kennedy (1964), Drandakisand Phelps (1965),
Samuelson (1965), Ahmad (1966), Hayami and Ruttan (1970) and David (1975), discuss the
concept of induced innovations,which is closely related to directedtechnical change, but these
papers do not have a micro-foundedmodel of technological change, and do not focus on the
determinantsof skill premia. The analysis here also obviously borrows from the endogenous
growth literature(for example, Romer (1990), Grossmanand Helpman (1991a,b), Aghion and
Howitt (1992, 1998)), but technical change here is not only endogenous,but also directed,in the
sense that the degree of skill bias of new technologies respondsto profitincentives.
Finally,previouscontributionsthatemphasizethe importanceof tradeon inequalityinclude
Leamer (1992, 1994), Wood (1994), Baldwin (1995), Borjas and Ramey (1995) and Baldwin
and Cain (1997) and the papers in Bhagwati and Kosters (1994). The potentialimpact of trade
on technology was first raised by Wood (1994) who arguedthat trade with the LDCs will lead
to defensive skill-biased innovations.Wood, however, did not develop the mechanism through
which such defensive innovationscould occur.3
The plan of the paperis as follows. In the next section, I analyse the effect of international
trade on skill premia with exogenous technology. In Section 3, I introduce a model of
endogenous(directed)technicalchange where skill- andlabour-complementary
technologies can
be developed at differentrates, and show that this model is consistent with a numberof salient
features of time-series and cross-countryevidence on skill premia. In Section 4, I develop the
argumentthat trade opening can cause skill-biasedtechnical change in the U.S., and show that
the increasein internationaltradecould be the drivingforce of the rise in inequalityover the past
several decades. Section 5 concludes with some future directionsand extensions. In particular,
3. Haskel and Slaughter(1999) investigate whether trade led to faster technological progress and affected the
wage structurethrough this channel in the U.K. More recent works by Epifani and Ganica (2002) and Thoenig and
Verdier(2002) provide additionalmechanisms for internationaltradeto affect the skill bias of world technology, while
Xu (2001) extends the analysis in my paper to an economy where both sectors employ both factors. Zeira (2001) also
discusses the implicationsof tradeand technology on inequalityin a unified framework,but does not model the impact
of tradeon technology.
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I analyse the effect of tradeon technologies chosen by anotherset of technological leaders, such
as the Europeaneconomies, and show how trademay lead to skill-biasedtechnical change in the
U.S., but labour-biasedtechnical change in Europe.I also analyse how internationaltrademay
affect technology adoptionin LDCs.
2. TRADE AND SKILLPREMIA
I begin with a simple model that illustrates the effect of internationaltrade on skill premia
in the standard(Heckscher-Ohlin)trade model. I will then use this frameworkto endogenize
technology, and investigate the effect of relative supplies on technology and the interaction
between tradeand technology.
Considera world economy consisting of J + 1 countries,the U.S., and J LDCs. H denotes
skilled workersand L denotes unskilled workers.I assume that the U.S. has a higher fractionof
skilled workersthan the LDCs, that is, HU/LU > HJ/LJ for j = 1, ... ., J, where U denotes
the U.S. and j denotes the j-th LDC. I will sometimes denote the U.S. with j = 0 to simplify
the notation.For now, I take the relative supplies of skills as given. In the Appendix, I show that
all the results in the papergeneralizewhen these supplies are endogenized.
All consumersin all countrieshave identicalpreferences:
U(t) =

exp(-r(r - t))C(r)dr,

(1)

where C(r) is consumptionat time r and r is the discountrate, and due to linear utility,it is also
the interestrate. I will drop time indexes when this causes no confusion.
Consumption(utility)is definedover a constantelasticity of substitution(CES) aggregateof
a skill-intensiveand a labour-intensivegood. More specifically, in countryj, we have aggregate
consumptionas
Cj = [y(C/)

+ (1 - y)(Ch)-1~

(
(2)

where C1 is the total consumptionof the labour-intensivegood, Cj is the total consumptionof
the skill-intensivegood, and e e [0, oc) is the elasticity of substitutionbetween the two goods.
I denote the prices of the two final goods in countryj by pi and pi. The marketfor these goods
is competitive, so marketclearing implies that the relative price of the skill-intensive good in
countryj is
j
4_Ph

C~\

1-y

__

h-.

(3)

I
Pi
This relativeprice will differ across countrieswhen there is no internationaltrade.
I assume thatthe labour-intensivegood is producedusing unskilledworkers,while the skillintensive good is producedusing skilled workersonly.4 In particular,let the productionof these
two goods in countryj be
Y =- A Hi

and

Yl = A/'Lj,

(4)

where Ah is the productivityof skilled workersin country j, and Aj is defined similarly.In the
absence of internationaltrade, domestic consumptionmust equal domestic production,that is
4. Xu (2001) generalizes the results in this paperto the case where both goods employ both factors. His results
are relevantfor the debate on whetherthe sector or factorbias of technical change mattersmore for wage inequalityin
an open economy, see for example Haskel and Slaughter(1998).
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CJ = Y1 for s = 1, h and all j. So the relativeprice of the skill-intensivegood in countryj will

be
-y /Ah
E(5)
Y
XLJ)
Normalizingthe price of the final good in each countryto 1, we also have
.

[y,(p)l-8

+ (1 -

y)(p)l

1-

= 1.

(5)

(6)

Labourmarketsare competitive, so skilled and unskilled workersin each countrywill be paid
their marginalproducts.Therefore,the skill premium-the wages of skilled workersdivided by
the wages of unskilled workers-in countryj is5
j=Wh
w/

=pjA' 1-h
Ai

Y yA 'AI]

(7)HJ
.

F
-LJ

This equation highlights the main forces affecting skill premia in a closed economy. For
given skill bias of technology, as capturedby Ah/Aj, the relative demand curve for skill is
downwardsloping with elasticity e, as shownby the curve denotedCT in Figure2. An increasein
HJ /LJ creates a substitutionof skilled workersfor unskilled workers(or of the skilled good for
the unskilled good), and reduces the relative earningsof skilled workers.The effect of a change
in Ah/Aj is more complex, and depends on the elasticity of substitution.If the elasticity of
substitution,8, is greaterthan 1, then O^a/ > 0, and improvementsin the skill-complementary
1: an improvement
technology increase the skill premium.The converse is obtainedwhen e &lt;
in the productivityof skilled workers,Aj, relativeto the productivityof unskilled workers, A',
reduces the skill premium.The conventionalwisdom is that the skill premiumincreases when
skilled workers become relatively more-not relatively less-productive, which is consistent
with e > 1. Almost all estimates show an elasticity of substitutionbetween skilled and unskilled
workersgreaterthan 1 (see, for example, Freeman,1986). So in the rest of the paperI take e to
be greaterthan 1.
Suppose that all countries start tradinginternationallywithout any tradingcosts or thick
borders.Freetradeimplies thattherewill be a uniqueworldrelativeprice of skill-intensivegoods,
p, and given this price, all consumerswill choose the same consumptionratio of skill intensive
goods to labour-intensivegoods, Cj / C/. Therefore,the world equilibriumrelativeprice is given
by
1-

x
-jJ

p
y

H
Aj
L=0A J

(8)

where recall that country j = 0 stands for the U.S. Since labour marketscontinue to reward
workersaccordingto marginalproduct,the skill premiumin countryj becomes
j

A'
p-^.

(9)

This expressiondiffers from (7) since the relativeprice of skill-intensivegoods is not indexedby
j. This is because internationaltradeequates goods prices. However,tradedoes not necessarily
5. Equation(7) may imply a negative skill premium,i.e. wi &lt;
1, in which case skilled workerswould preferto
work as unskilled workers(and perhapsbe more productiveat these tasks than unskilled workersthemselves, receiving
a positive skill premium).Throughoutthe paper,I assume that Hi /Li is such that the skill premiumis always positive
(see footnote 16).
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imply factor price equalization, or even skill premium equalization, because countries differ
in their technologies (Trefler, 1993). Moreover, trade with the skill-scarce LDCs does not
necessarily lead to an increase in the U.S. skill premium. Comparing the skill premium in
the U.S. after trade opening given by (9), (Ius = pAU/Au, to that implied by equation (7),
owU = pJ A /AI, we find that trade increases the skill premium in the U.S. if and only if
the post-traderelative price of skill-intensive goods is greaterthan the pre-traderelative price
in the U.S. Although HU/LU > Hi/LI for all j > 1, if AU/Au
were sufficiently smaller
j
j
than Ah/A 's, the world supply of skill-intensivegoods could be greaterthan that in the U.S.,
and U.S. wage inequality could fall as a result of trade opening. Nevertheless, this scenario
appearsimplausible;if anything,the U.S. may be expected to be relatively more productivein
the productionof skill-intensivegoods which employ more advancedtechniques.Therefore,for
our purposes,we can take the following benchmark:
AJ = 0jAU

for all j and s = 1, h

(10)

1 for all j. Equation(10) implies that other countriesmay be less productivethanthe
with OJ &lt;
but
they will be so proportionatelyin all goods. In the concluding section, I discuss how
U.S.,
OJ's may be determinedendogenously from profitincentives in the LDCs.
Using the assumptionin (10), we have
1-yAh

(HW

-

>
w H(Alw w A)LU
+
(

1

-

AhHU--

where Hw = Hu +i1J =J Hi is the world "effective" supply of skilled workers and
J
Lw = LU +
=1 jLj is the world "effective"supply of unskilled workers.The 0' terms
are here to take accountof the fact thatLDC workersmay be using less productivetechnologies.
The result that p > pu follows from the assumptionthat HU/LU > Hi/Lj for all j, which
ensures HU/LU > HW/Lw. In fact, throughoutthe paper I will adopt the slightly stronger
assumptionthat
HW/LW > H/Lj

for all j > 0,

(12)
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which ensures that the world economy aftertradeopening will be more skill intensive than each
LDC, so that p < pJ for all j.
Now from (9), the post-tradeskill premiumin all countriesis
^(Ah),z,vu

(13)

where the fact that the world skill premium,ct) is greaterthan the pre-tradeU.S. skill premium,
cl)U,is a direct consequence of (11). Therefore,tradebetween the skill-abundantU.S. and skillscarce LDCs increases the demand for, and the price of, skill-intensive goods producedin the
U.S. Via this channel, tradeincreases the (derived)demandfor the services of American skilled
workers,raising the U.S. skill premium.
Although this analysis shows that increased internationaltrade could be responsible for
the rise in skill premia and inequality in the U.S., most economists discount the role of trade
for the reasons discussed briefly in the introduction.First, as equation (13) shows, the effect of
internationaltrade works through a uniqueinterveningmechanism:
free trade with the LDCs
increases the relative price of skill-intensive goods, p, and affects the skill premium via this
channel. Perhaps the most damaging piece of evidence for the trade hypothesis is that most
studies suggest the relative price of skill-intensive goods did not increase over the period of
increasing inequality.Lawrence and Slaughter(1993) found that duringthe 1980's the relative
price of skill-intensive goods actually fell. Sachs and Shatz (1994) found no major change or a
slight decline, while a morerecentpaperby Krueger(1997) found an increasein the relativeprice
of skill-intensivegoods, but only for the 1989-1995 period.More recentworkby Desjounqueres
et al. (1999) presents evidence showing no increase or even a decline in the relative price of
skill-intensive goods in the U.K., Germany,Japan,Denmarkand Sweden, and a small increase
in the U.S. between 1974 and 1989, while Haskel and Slaughter(1999) show an increase using
U.K. data.
Second, a varietyof evidence suggests thatskill-biasedtechnical changehas been important
in the changes in the wage structure.For example, Figure 1 shows that there has been steady
skill-biasedtechnical change throughoutthe past 60 years, andBermanet al. (1994), Autoret al.
(1998), Berman,Bound and Machin (1998) and Machin and Van Reenen (1998) documentthat
skill-biased technical change may have been faster dunng the past 25 years. Moreover, these
authors show that all sectors, even those producing less skill-intensive goods, increased their
demands for more educated workers. This patternis consistent with the importance of skillbiased technical change, but not with an increase in the demand for skills dnven mainly by
increasedinternationaltrade.
Third,a direct implicationof the tradeview is that, while demandfor skills and inequality
increase in the U.S., the converse should happen in the LDCs that have startedtradingwith the
more skill-abundantU.S. economy. The evidence, however, suggests that more of the LDCs
expenenced rising inequality after opening to internationaltrade. Although the increase in
inequalityin a numberof cases may have been due to concurrentpolitical andeconomic reforms,
the preponderanceof evidence is not favourableto this basic implicationof the tradehypothesis.6
6. Hanson and Harrison (1994) show that the skilled-unskilled wage gap in Mexico increased during the
1980's despite substantialtrade opening. Duryea and Szekely (2000) and Behrman, Birdsall and Szekely (2001) find
that between the early 1980's and mid-l990's, wage inequality increasedin Brazil, Mexico, Venezuela, Argentinaand
Bolivia, and remainedapproximatelyconstantin Chile and Costa Rica, despite substantialglobal trade opening during
this time period. Robbins (1995) finds a sharpincrease in the relativedemandfor skills in Argentina,Chile, Costa Rica,
Mexico, the Philippines,Taiwanand Uruguaywhile these economies were opening to trade.Desjounquereset al. (1999)
reportincreasingwage differentialsbetween nonproductionand productionworkersin Chile and Pakistan,no change in
Indiaand Brazil, and a decline in Colombia,but an increasein the demandfor skills in all the cases. Davis (1992) reports
declining wage inequalityin South Korea,Venezuelaand Colombia, and a slight increasein Brazil duringthe 1980's.
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Finally, a number of economists have pointed out that U.S. trade with the LDCs is not
importantenough to have a major impact on the U.S. productmarketprices and consequently
on wages. Krugman (1995) illustrates this point by undertakinga calibration of a simple
North-South model. Katz and Murphy (1992), Berman et al. (1994) and Borjas et al. (1997)
emphasize the same point by showing that the content of unskilled labour embedded in U.S.
importsis small relativeto the changes in the supply of skills takingplace duringthis period.
Although many of the assumptions that go into these factor-contentcalculations can be
questioned, it is useful to briefly consider the relevant magnitudes to compare them later to
the implications of the theory developed here. The simple model in this section suggests that
to estimate the percentage (log point) change in the skill premium,we only need to know the
percentage(log point) difference between HU/L U and HW/LW. In particular,equations (11)
and (13) immediatelyimply that
1
lno)-lnoU

=-

/W
H

ln( Lw

-ln

Hu~.

.

In practice,thereexist tradebarrierseven aftertradeopening, so HW/LW does not correspondto
the actualratioof skilled to unskilledworkersin the world economy.The literaturehas attempted
to deal with this problemby estimatingthe factorcontentof tradewith the LDCs. Even though,as
pointedout by Leamer(1994, 1996), there may be conceptualproblemswith such factorcontent
studies, they are theoreticallycorrectwithin the context of the simple model consideredhere, so
I will make use of these calculationsto quantifythe possible impactof trade.7
Borjaset al. (1997) presenta numberof alternativeestimatesof the increasein the unskilled
labour content of trade with LDCs between 1980 and 1995. The most appealing of these is
what they refer to as the "high" estimate. This estimate assumes that in the absence of the
increase in imports from the LDCs, domestic productionwould have replaced these imports,
using averageindustryskill shares and labourproductivityfrom 1970 (i.e. before the growthof
manufacturingimportsfrom the LDCs). This counterfactualis plausible,in part,becauseimports
typically dislocate the less efficient and more labour-intensiveestablishments.The numbersthat
Borjas et al. (1997) report using this assumption, and taking 1980 as the pre-tradeand 1995
as the post-tradeperiod, imply that ln(HW/LW) - ln(HU/Lu) ~ 0-04. To translatethis into
a change in skill premium, we also need an estimate of s. The typical elasticity used in this
literatureis E = 1.4 which is estimated from time-series variation.The only estimate using a
quasi-exogenousvariationcomes from Angrist (1995), who exploits the increase in the supply
of college graduatesin the West Bank and Gaza Strip duringthe 1980's. The elasticity implied
by Angrist's (1995) estimates is over e = 2, which is also consistent with the results of Card
and Lemieux (2001). When e = 1.4, these numbersimply that internationaltradewill have led
to an approximately3% increase in the skill premium(0-04/1.4 ~ 0.03), while E = 2 puts the
same numberat 2% (0-04/2 ~ 0-02).8 Over this time period, the actual change in the college
premiumwas just under20%, so internationaltradeis unlikely to accountfor more than 10-15%
of the actualchange (2-3% of the 20% actual increase).Although this is a nontrivialamount,it
leaves the bulk of the increase unexplained,and underlies the conclusion of many studies that
internationaltradehas played a relatively minorrole in the increasein inequality.
While the above argumentssuggest that increasedinternationaltradewith the LDCs is not
the major cause of the changes in the wage structureby itself, they do not rule out a powerful
effect of internationaltradewhen it interactswith technical change:in a world with endogenous
7. More generally, this factor-contentapproachis correct when countries are in a diversified equilibriumboth
before and aftertradeopening, see Dearoff and Staiger (1988).
8. Using a differentmethodology Krugman(1995) calculatesthe same numberto be 3.7%.
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technical change, increasedinternationaltradecould affect technology choice, and have a large
effect throughthis channel.This is the issue I turnto next.

3. ENDOGENOUSTECHNOLOGY
3.1. Endogenoustechnologywithoutinternationaltrade
In this section, I introducethe baseline endogenous (directed) technical change model, which
draws on my previous work, Acemoglu (1998). I start with the case in which there is no
internationaltradein commodities.
I modify the productionfunctions given in (4) to endogenize Ai and Al. Specifically,
Y/ =

f

Jo

/ (i)x/i) i) l- (LJ)Odi

and

(i) -x
(i)1

Y
Jo

l

(HJ)tOdi.

(14)

This formulationimplies that there is a continuumof (differenttypes of) machines or intermediates, x/ (i)'s, used by unskilled workers and a different set, xh (i)'s, used by skilled workers.
Here xi (i) denotes the quantityof machinetype i used with workersof skill type s in countryj,
while 4qJ(i) denotes quality ("productivity"of the machine being used). To model the skill bias
of technology, it is essential to have two differenttypes of machines, one type complementing
skilled workersmore than the unskilled. Having a range of machines, ratherthan only one for
each skill type, simplifies the analysis by making technical progressnon-stochasticand continuous. The assumptionthat none of the machines are used by both types of workersis only for
simplicity.
The productionfunctions in (14) exhibit constant returnsto scale in variable factors: if
labour and the quantities of all machines, the x (i)'s, are doubled, output will be doubled.
Despite constantreturnsto scale at the firmlevel, the aggregateproductionpossibilities set of the
economy will exhibit increasingreturnsto scale because technologies, the 4q(i)'s, will also be
determinedendogenously.
Producersin country j can use the machines developed locally or can adopt machines
developed in another country, j'. But in this latter case, because these machines may not be
to theirneeds,9theirproductivityis lower thanthe productivityof producersin the
"appropriate"
of
0. Whether0j is strictlyless than 1 or not is not essential
country origin by a factor (1 - OJ) &lt;
for the results. Mathematically,we have
j

()_'qs(i) or

IOJqsj ifj

j,

'

where recall that 4q(i)'s denote the productivityof machines used in countryj, and q J (i)'s are
the productivityof the most advancedmachinedeveloped in countryj.

9. There are many possible reasons for this inappropriatenessof technology. Countriesrequirecrops suitable
for their own climate, vaccines that deal with the prevalentdiseases in their region, and technologies that exploit their
to differentenvironments,and
existing know-how.So technologies developed in the U.S. may be partly"inappropriate"
hence less productivewhen used in other countries.Atkinsonand Stiglitz (1969), Stewart(1977), Basu and Weil (1998)
and Acemoglu and Zilibotti (2001) emphasize the importanceof "appropriateness"of technologies in the context of
economic development.
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denote the rental price of machine a for skill type s in country j of quality qJ(i) by
X J (q J (i)). Equation(14) implies that machine demands,as functions of machine qualities, are
I

xl (ql(i)) =

t

ql (i)Li

and

- Xh (qh (i ))
(15)

Productprices, pJ, areindexedby j, because, in the absenceof internationaltrade,they will vary
across countries.
The R&D process is modelled as in Grossman and Helpman (199la,b) and Aghion and
Howitt (1992): an innovationbased on a machine of qualityq creates a new vintage with quality
Aq where X > 1 One unit of the final good spent in R&D for a machine of quality q leads to an
innovationat the flow ratez (z), wherez is the aggregateresearcheffortdevotedto the discovery
of this machine. Researcheffort z on a machine of quality q costs Bqzunits of the final good.
This formulationimplies that more advancedmachines are more expensive to discover.I assume
that ¢'(-) < 0, which implies that greaterresearcheffort runs into decreasingreturnswithin a
given period (thereare constantreturnsto scale when ¢'(-) = 0). But throughoutz (z) is strictly
increasing in z, so that greaterresearcheffort always leads to faster innovation.Also, without
loss of any generality,I normalize B _ 5(1-,B)R, which will simplify the notationbelow.
I will focus on the case in which patents are always perfectly enforced in the U.S., but
may not be enforced in LDCs. The inventor of a new machine obtains a U.S. patent, and
becomes the monopolist supplier of this technology. Since the demands for machines implied
by equations (15) are iso-elastic, the profit-maximizingmonopoly price for these machines is a
constant markupover marginalcost. I assume X > (1 _ ,8)-(1-p)/, which ensures that R&D
firms in the U.S. will set this monopoly price (ratherthan a limit price making final good firms
indifferentbetween buying the two latest vintages). R&D firmsin countryj can only undertake
innovationson technology qi. Finally, I assume that machines depreciatefully after use,l° and
the marginalcost of producinga machine is constant,irrespectiveof quality.Withoutloss of any
generality,I normalizethis marginalcost to (1 _ ,8)2 to simplify the algebra.This implies that
all machine prices in the U.S. will be xU = (1-,B).
LDC technology firms can copy U.S. machines at some small cost ¢, and sell them to
firms in their own country(see Section 5.3 for a model of technology adoptionby LDCs). The
enforcementof intellectualpropertyrights will determinehow much of the revenues generated
by the sale of machines in the LDCs will accrue to monopolists in the U.S. I assume that U.S.
R&D monopolistsreceive a fraction,u of the revenue,so , is an index of the extent of intellectual
propertynghts enforcement.ll
Will LDC firms use domestic technologies or U.S. technologies? As long as oiqU(i) >
qJ (i) for s = 1, h and all j and i, it is more productivefor LDC firms to use U.S. technologies.
In fact, I assume that at time t = Othe somewhat strongercondition (1-,B)SiqU(i) > qJ(i)
is satisfiedfor s = 1, h and all j and i. This condition ensuresthat even when U.S. technologies
sell at the monopoly pnce, (1-,B), and domestic technologies sell at marginalcost, (1 _ p)2,
LDC producersprefer to use U.S. technologies. It therefore guaranteesthat LDC technology
monopolists will always adopt U.S. technologies and set the monopoly pnce, i.e. X = (1-,B)

10. This might imply that the x's here may bettercorrespondto intermediategoods ratherthan machines. This is
without any substantiveimplications.Moreover,it is straightforwardto introduceslow depreciationof machines, which
complicatesthe expressions,but does not affect any of the results.
11. ThroughoutLDC firmsare not allowed to re-exportto the U.S. market,so ,u does not affect domestic revenues
for U.S. R&D firms.
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for all machines,12 and 4q(i) = OJqqU(i). Moreover, the fact that LDC firms prefer U.S.
technologies implies that there will be no researchin LDCs, so in all futuredates, we will also
have (1 - 13)OJqU(i) > q J(i) and 4s (i) = OJq (i).
Now substitutingthe monopoly machineprice xi = (1 -,P) into the demandfunctionsgiven
by (15), we obtain the quantityof machines used in productionas xl (q/ (i)) = (p/)1/4J/ (i)LJ
and xh(4q(i)) = (p^)l//q (i)Hj in countryj. Combiningthese expressionswith (14), outputs
of the two goods in countryj are
Y/ = (p I)(l-I3)/Q

Li

Yj = (ph)(l1-3)Q^

and

H'

(16)

where Q -J fo qs(i)di, for s = 1, h, is a measure of the aggregate (average)productivityof
machines used in sector s in country j. I will sometimes refer to Qj as labour-complementary
technology and to Qh as skill-complementarytechnology, since they correspondto the average
productivityof machines used with the two types of labour.Equation(16) shows that the term
(pJ )(1 -3)/ QJ correspondsto Aj in termsof the previoussection (see equation(4)). It highlights
that there are two forces affecting the productivityof labour.The first is the state of technology
(or the technology frontieras given by QJ), while the second is productprices. The latterforce
implies that two countriesfacing the same technology frontiermay use different"techniques".
In particular,as shown by equation(15), the capital-labour(machine-labour)ratios will depend
on productprices, so these countries will generally have differentfactor productivitiesbecause
of the differentchoices of techniques(see Acemoglu and Zilibotti, 2001, for the implicationsof
this for cross-countryproductivitydifferences).
The wage, the marginalproductof labour,is thereforewj = (pJ)1/QJ. Since 4q(i) =
=
so Q Q = QU/QU. Hence, denoting QU = Qs for
oJqU(i), we also have that Q0 Qs = 1, h to simplify the notation,the skill premiumin countryj is
wi = w__
w

(pj)l/
/

Qh

(17)

Ql

Skill premia therefore depend on technology and product prices. In two countries with the
same technology and with the same productprices, the relative wage should be the same. In
this section, skill premia differ between the U.S. and the LDCs because, in the absence of
internationaltrade,their productprices differ. Simple algebrausing (3), (14) and (16) gives the
relativeprice pJ as a function of H j/LJ:
`
h(18)
Ql LJ

Y

An increase in HJ/LJ therefore increases the relative supply of skill-intensive goods and
depresses pJ. Now, combiningthis with (17), we obtain
='-

1-

y

y)

HJ
LiT

I+O( I_)

(

Qh ) I+^(S )

(Qi1

(19)

This equationimplies that for a given state of technology (skill bias) as capturedby Qh/ Ql, the
skill premiumwI is decreasingin the supply of skills. This implies that across countriessharing
the same technology,therewill be a decreasingrelationshipbetween the relativesupply of skills
12. Because of the copying cost, ~, only one firm will copy each U.S. technology. If more than one firm did so,
they would compete a la Bertrand,and would make negative profits. If ~ = 0, then there would be zero profitsfrom
machine sales in the LDCs, and the results would be identicalto the case with ,u = 0 here.
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and the skill premium, as shown by the constant-technologydemand curve CT in Figure 2
(though notice that the term 1 + fi(e - 1) has now replaced e in (7) as the elasticity of the
relativedemandfor skills).
3.2. Equilibriumtechnical change
I now analyse the forces that determinethe equilibriumskill bias of technologies. Recall that
new technologies are developed only in the U.S. because all LDC firms prefer to use U.S.
technologies. The value of owning the leading vintage of machine qs(i) in sector s is given
by a standardBellman equation:
rVs(qs(i)) = 7rs(qs(i)) - zs(qs(i))0 (zs(qs(i)))Vs (q(i))
where zs(qs(i))0

(zs(qs(i)))

+

s (qs (i)),

(20)

is the flow rate of a new invention, capturing the flow rate at which

the existing monopolist is being replaced, and 7Ts(qs(i)) is the total flow profit from selling a
machine of vintage qs (i), given by
s (qs (i) ) =

rU)

+
(qs(i))

j

I

where At &lt;1 is the fraction of monopoly revenue from LDCs received by U.S. R&D
monopolists,and rij (qs (i)) is the flow profitfrom selling a machineof vintage qs (i) in countryj.
Equation(15) and the fact that marginalcost of machine productionis (1 - f)2 and the price is
(1 - P)x(qs(i)).
Xs = 1 - /3 for all s and j imply that flow profits are ri (qs(i)) =
Free entryinto R&D activitiesimplies thatan additionaldollarspent for researchmust yield
a returnequal to cost:13
Vs qs (i)) = /(1 - P)Xqs (i),

0(zs(qs(i)))

(21)

where notice thatthe argumentof the value functionis Xqs(i) since R&D on a machineof quality
qs(i) leads to the discovery of a machine of quality Xqs(i) and I have used the normalization
B =_ (1 -)X.
An equilibriumrequiresthat firms choose the profit-maximizingtechnology and rent the
profit-maximizingamountsof all inputs;innovatorsfollow the profit-maximizingpricingpolicy;
product,intermediategood andlabourmarketsclear;and thereis no opportunityfor any research
firm to enter (or exit) and increaseits profits.Equations(15), (18)-(21) ensure these conditions.
To highlight the forces that shape the skill bias of technology most clearly, I start with
the case in which it = 0, so there is no intellectualpropertyrights enforcementin the LDCs.
Although LDC technology monopolists copy and sell U.S. technologies, they do not pay patent
fees or royalties to U.S. firms.
I startwith the balanced growthpath (BGP) along which V = 0. Imposing this condition,
equations(20) and (21) imply thatin BGP
r )?qsr
+ zs(qs(i))4(zs(qs(i)))
(22)
qs(i)))
(
:f(O.qs(i)) -=-/(1_ /z)+i
c0(zs (qs(i )))
for any machine i and s = I or h. This equationrelates BGP researcheffort to the profitability
of innovationin that sector.The fact that q0(z) is decreasingand zP (z) is increasingin z ensures
that the R.H.S. of (22) is increasingin zs(qs(i)), so a greaterprofitabilitytranslatesinto greater
researcheffort.
-

13. This expression assumes that R&D firms are small and do not take into accounttheir impact on the aggregate
innovationprobabilitywhich is the naturalassumptionin this context. If alternativelywe assume that there is a R&D
consortium,the free entryconditionwould become [((zs (qs (i)))+zs (qs (i))0'(zs (qs (i)))] Vs (qs (i)) = pf(1- fi)qs (i).
This does not affect any of the results of the analysis.
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Since , = 0, i.e. since there are no intellectual propertyrights in the LDCs, we have
flr(Xql(i)) =

(1 - fP)X(pl)l/LUql(i)

and ffh(Xqh(i)) = /(1 - /P) (pe)l/fiHUqh(i).

First,

note that these profits are linear in qs(i), so the BGP condition (22) implies that researcheffort
devotedto a machineis independentof its quality,qs(i). So the same researcheffort, say Zh, will
be devotedto the discoveryof all skill-complementarytechnologies,and the same researcheffort,
Zl,will be devotedto the discovery of all labour-complementary
technologies. We thereforeonly
have to determinetwo variables,zl and Zh. Moreover,because of the absence of international
intellectualpropertyrights,the profitabilitiesof new innovations,and thereforeof researcheffort,
dependonly U.S. supplies and prices.
Using the free-entryand BGP equilibriumconditions, (21) and (22), for s = 1 and h, we
obtain
(PU/
LU=

r + Zhc(Zh)
0 (Zh)

0(zi)
r + Zlq(Zl)'

This equation implies that Zh/ZI, relative researcheffort directed at skill-complementarytechnologies, is increasingin the relative profitabilityof developing skill-complementarymachines,
and therefore in (pu)l/1 HU/LU.

As a result, the direction of technical change is determinedby two factors: (1) The price
effect: technologies producingmore expensive goods will be upgradedfaster. Because goods
using the scarce factor will command a higher price (see (18) above), this effect implies that
there will be more innovationdirected at the scarce factor. (2) The marketsize effect: a larger
clientele for the technology leads to more innovation. Since the clientele for a technology is
effectively the workers who use it, the market size effect encourages innovationfor the more
abundantfactor.Equilibriumbias in technicalchange is determinedby these two opposing forces.
A greatersupply of skilled workers,via the price effect, inducesthe developmentof more labourcomplementarytechnologies. When there are more skilled workers,the size of the marketfor
skill-complementarytechnologiesis also larger,andthis encouragesfurtherskill-biasedtechnical
change.
More formally,for BGP,we need Vs = 0, which implies that Qh/Qi has to remainconstant,
so Zl = Zh. Equation (22) then implies that along the BGP there is a technology equilibrium
conditiongiven by
pe.U

(23)

(

Intuitively,BGP requiresboth sectors to grow at the same rate, hence zl = Zh. So the demand
for skill-complementarytechnologies relative to labour-complementarymachines should be
independentof HU/LU, and the price and marketsize effects should exactly balanceout, which
is ensuredby the technology equilibriumequation(23).
Equations(18) and (23) imply thatthe BGP relativeproductivityof skilled workerssatisfies
Qh

(1 _y

)(HU)(8-1)
L(24)

Qh/QI, the averagequality of skill-complementarymachinesrelative to labour-complementary
machines, is the measureof equilibrium skill bias. Equation(24) implies that equilibrium skill
bias is determinedby the relativesupply of skills in the U.S., andthe parameter,f(e - 1) captures
the strength,and the sign, of this directedtechnology effect.14
14. Qh/ Ql is a measureof skill-complementarytechnologies relativeto labour-complementary
technologies. The
fact that Qh/Ql also correspondsto the "skill bias" of technology is a consequence of the elasticity of substitution,e,
being greaterthan 1. See Acemoglu (2002).
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Because e > 1, i.e. because skill- and labour-intensivegoods arerelativelyclose substitutes,
of the two influences on the direction of technical change, the market size effect is more
powerful.15Since profits to innovation are proportionalto market size, they are proportional
to the numberof workersusing the technology. Therefore,when HU/Lu increases, innovation
and R&D in the skill-intensivesectorbecome more profitable,inducing Qh/ Ql to increase.This
providesan attractiveexplanationfor the patternsshownin Figure 1, wherebythe steady increase
in the relative supply of skilled workersin the U.S. over the post-war period is the underlying
cause of the secular increase in the demand for skilled workers (this increase itself can be a
response to the rise in the skill premium,see Appendix C).
Finally, the BGP researcheffort level can now be determinedfrom (22), (23) and (24) by
imposing z = Zh = Z.

r+

(z) = [(1 - y)(HU)l+

+ y(LU)1+]

+,

(25)

where I define r - f3(e - 1) - 1. Finally, using the analysis so far and the skill premium
equation(19), we have (proof in the text):
Proposition 1. Suppose thereis no internationaltradeand no enforcementof intellectual
property rights in the LDCs (i.e. A/ = 0). Then, there is a unique BGP where in all countries,
both sectors and total output grow at the rate (X - 1)z/ (z) with z given by (25). Along the
BGP, Qh/Qi is given by (24), so a greater relative supply of skills in the U.S., HU/LU, causes
skill-biased technical change (increases Qh/ Ql). TheBGP skill premiumin the U.S. is
=(1-

)(

HU

(26)

Theskill premiumin countryj is
(1
where recall that

j

1/_)K( H)2L

(HLi

)

(27)

-3(e - 1) - 1.

The firstimportantresultis thatthe degree of skill bias, Qh/Ql, is endogenousand depends
on the U.S. relative supply of skills. A largerrelative supply translatesinto a greaterskill bias
of technology. Moreover, in the unique BGP there is a monotonic relationshipbetween the
relative supply of skilled workersin the U.S. and their relative wage. However,because of the
endogeneity of skill bias, this relationshipcan be either increasing or decreasing.If technology
were exogenous in this economy in the sense that Qh/ Qi were constantor changingexogenously,
the skill premium would be a decreasing function of HU/LU as in Section 2. Instead, when
technology is endogenous, a greaterHU/LU encouragesmore R&D activity towardsthe skillcomplementarytechnologies. As a result, the long-run relative demand curve for skills will
be flatterthan the constant-technologydemand curve, CT, for example like ET1 in Figure 2.
Furthermore,if the directed technology effect, /(e - 1) from (24), is large enough, r] will be
positive, and the long-run relative demand curve for skills will be upwardsloping as ET2 in
Figure 2. In this case, the higher supply of skilled workersin the U.S. may lead to higher returns
to skills, in line with the recent developmentsin the U.S. labourmarket.16
1. Even in this case, a greaterrelativesupply
15. See Acemoglu (2002) for the analysis of the case in which e &lt;
of skills causes skill-biasedtechnical change.
>
16. Notice that to ensure a positive skill premium in equations (26) and (27), we need ((1 - y)/y)-~
(HU/LU)1.
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Cross-countryand time-seriesvariationin skill premiawhen q > 0

Equation (27), on the other hand, shows that the cross-countryrelationshipbetween the
supply of skills and skill premia will be decreasing. In particular,a higher Hi/Lj leads to a
lower skill premium,because among the LDCs, changes in the supply of skills move a country
along the constanttechnology demandcurve for skills, CT, in Figure 2.
It is also noteworthythat an increase in the U.S. supply of skills, HU/LU, leads to an
increasein the skill premiumin the LDCs. Therefore,both the time-series and the cross-country
patterns implied by this model can be summarizedin Figure 3.17 All countries are along a
downwardsloping relative demand curve, but this relative demand curve shifts out over time
in response to changes in the supply of skilled workers in the U.S. In particular,when r7> 0,
these shifts trace out an upwardsloping long-runU.S. relativedemandcurve for skills.
Finally, it is useful to observe that with qrpositive, a possible explanation for the large
increase in the demand for skills during the 1980's is the substantialincrease in the supply of
skilled workers in the U.S. during the 1960's and 1970's. As arguedin Acemoglu (1998), this
increase in the supply of skills could have caused rapid skill-biased technical change, raising
wage inequalityin the U.S. andin countriesusing U.S. technology.In the next section, I propose
a complementarymechanismfor the increasein wage inequalityin both the U.S. and the LDCs:
increasedinternationaltradebetween these countries.
The next propositionsummarizesthe transitionaldynamicsand is provedin Appendix B.
O0,then the system is locally saddlepath stable. In particular, if
Proposition 2. If 4'(.) &lt;
thenzh > zl, and if Qh/Ql > ((1-y)/y)e(HU/LU)1+i7,
Qh/QI &lt;
((1-y)/y)8(HU/LU)l+1,
then Zh &lt;Zl.
If 0'(.) = 0, then the economy immediately jumps to the BGP.

An implicationof this propositionis that,as long as I'(-) &lt;
0, Qh/QI does not immediately
react to an imperfectly anticipated increase in HU LU: the economy first moves along a
downwardsloping relativedemandfor skills as CT in Figure2. This will be followed by a period
17. The working paper version, Acemoglu (1999b), presented evidence consistent with a negative relationship
between skill premia and the supply of skills across a set of countries using data from Barro and Lee (1993) and
Psacharopoulos(1994).
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of rapidskill-biasedtechnicalchange with Zh > Zl. This is interestingin partbecause this pattern
might providean explanationfor why the U.S. skill premiumfell duringthe 1970's in the face of
the rapidincreasein the supply of skilled workers,and then increasedsharplyduringthe 1980's.
The above discussion has provided an explanation for the cross-country and time-series
patterns of skill premia over the past 60 years, relying on the notion that r/ > 0. Is r/ > 0
empirically plausible? There are two ways to tackle this question. First, in this simple setup, _= / (e - 1) - 1, so one can investigate whether for plausible values of 1 and e, r
can be positive. The elasticity of substitutionbetween skilled and unskilled workers is now
a = 1 + 6(e - 1) = 2 + tj (from equation (19), aoJ/a(HJ

/Lj)

IQh/QI

+ f(e - 1))).

= -1/(1

Takingthe value of 1-4 for this elasticity implies that ir = -0-6, while a value for the elasticity
greaterthan 2 implies that Y]> 0. So for i] to be positive, we need an elasticity of substitution
greaterthan2, which is on the higher side of the estimates,but still plausible, and consistentwith
a numberof studies (e.g. Angrist (1995), Cardand Lemieux (2001)). Moreover,the model here
does not feature any state-dependencein the R&D process-that is, greater Qh does not make
future skill-complementaryinnovations easier relative to labour-complementaryinnovations.
Acemoglu (2002) shows that when there is such state-dependence,an upward-slopingrelative
demandcurve requiresan elasticity of substitutionless than 2.18
Second, equation(26) gives the long-runrelationshipbetween skill premiaand the relative
supply of skills as ln wU = irln(HU/LU). The data shown in Figure 1 can be used to run a
regression of this form. This regression leads to an estimate of Y]equal to 0.13 with standard
error0.02, which is consistent with a positive value for Y1,though of course the skill premium
and the relative supply of skills might have increasedsimultaneously,for differentreasons over
this time period.

3.3. Intellectualpropertyrights in the LDCs
The analysis so far assumed no enforcement of intellectual propertyrights in the LDCs. In
practiceU.S. firmsdo receive some royaltiesandpatentfees from companiesin the LDCs. I now
show thatthe qualitativeresultshighlightedabove arenot affectedin this case. To do this suppose
that ig > 0, that is, R&D firms in the U.S. capturesome of the revenues generatedby machine
sales in the LDCs. Equation(20) still determinesthe value of innovation,and equation(21) is the
free-entrycondition. The only difference is that total profits now include profits from machine
sales in the LDCs. Balanced growthagain requiresthe same researcheffort, z, to be allocatedto
all types of machines. In particular,in BGP we need
r(ql(i))i

=

(1p-l) Lu+[i) i(j)/LUg

/I

ql.(i) = p(1-,)X

r

z(z)

(28)

and
7rh(Xqh(i)) =f

ql(i)

(1- P)[(pU)l/'PH

+ i EJ HJ]qh(i)=f
(p)l/

(l-

r

()qz(i),
(29)

18. For example, we can have the relative cost of skill-complementaryR&D decline proportionally with
1 (the modelling is parallel to that in Section 5.3). In this case, it is straightforwardto show
for some ' &lt;
that the skill premiumin the U.S., woU,is proportionalto (HU/LU)(P(E-1)-0)/(1+6(8s-1)). For example, if ' > 0-6,
then the long-runrelative demandfor skills will be upwardsloping for an elasticity of substitutionbetween skilled and
unskilled workersgreaterthan or equal to 1-4.
(Qh/Ql)b
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The determinationof the skill bias of technology wii intellectualpropertyrightsenforcementin the LDCs

where, as before, the quality levels of individualmachines, ql (i) or qh (i), cancel out from both
sides. Then, we can see thatthe BGP requires
tn(Q

xQ

)

_ Zh(iQh(i))
Xqh

(I )

_ ¢I(iql(i))
Aql

(30)

(I )

with J[h and xvIgiven by (28) and (29). Here t(Qh/QI)
iS a function of the skill bias of
technology, Qh/QI, because prices in these equations are functions of Qh/QI In particular,
from equations(6) and (18), it is straightforwardto verify that pl is increasingin Qh/QI, while
Ph iS decreasing in Qh/QI for all j = U, 1, 2. . . J (see Appendix B). So the BGP condition
/\n(Qh/QI)
= Odefines a downward-slopingcurvewhen plottedagainst Qh/QI as in Figure4,
and has a unique intersectionwith the horizontalaxis, correspondingto a unique BGP level of
skill bias of technology, (Qh/Ql)o in the figure.
Comparativestatics follow immediately from this figure. As long as E > 1, an increase in
Hu (or a reductionin LU) shifts out of this curve, increases Qh/QI, and causes skill-biased
technical change, exactly as in the case without propertyrights. An increase in the degree of
intellectualpropertyrights enforcement,,a, shifts the curve to the left, and reduces Qh / Ql . The
reason for this is clear:the LDCs are more skill-scarcethan the U.S., and a greaterenforcement
of intellectual property rights creates a market size effect favouring unskilled workers. The
following proposition,provedin Appendix B, states these results:
Proposition 3. Considerthe case in whichthereis somedegreeof intellectual
property
rightsenforcement
in theLDCs,i.e. ,u > O. Then,thereexistsa uniqueBGPskillbias Qh/QI
such that t(Qh/QI)
= O. An increasein the relativesupplyof skills in the U.S.,HU/Lu}
increasesQh/Ql andan increasein ,u reducesQh/Ql
Therefore,as in the case without propertyrights in the LDCs, the skill bias of technology
responds to the market size effect. In particular,an increase in the number of skilled workers
in the U.S. causes skill-biased technical change. In addition, now an increase in the number
of skilled workers in the LDCs, HJ, also causes skill-biased technical change. The important
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implication is that irrespectiveof the degree of intellectual propertyrights enforcement in the
LDCs, the frameworkhere predictsthat technology should have become more skill biased over
the past 60 years because the relative supply of skilled workershas increasedsubstantiallyboth
in the U.S. and in the rest of the world.
The analysis so far has treated the supply of skills as exogenous. The skill premium in
a country is likely to affect the willingness of individuals to undertakeinvestments in human
capital, and this will have a numberof implications for the interpretationof cross-countryand
time-series patternsof the post-war period. Appendix C generalizes this set-up to endogenize
the supply of skills. Thereare three main implicationsfrom this extension. First, with the supply
of skills endogenized, there can be multiple equilibria. Second, the frameworknow offers an
explanationfor thejoint behaviourof the supply of skills and technology for the post-warperiod:
it suggests that along the transitionpath, we can have both the supply of skills increasing and
technology becoming more skill biased. Third, the frameworksuggests that greater supply of
skills in the U.S., throughits effect on technology and skill premia,encouragesfurtherinvestment
in skills in the LDCs.
4. TRADE OPENINGAND CHANGESIN SKILLPREMIA
I now consider the impact of an increase in the volume of trade on patternsof skill premia.
To simplify the discussion, I compare the two extreme cases of no internationaltrade and free
internationaltrade. I also assume that there is no change in the enforcement of intellectual
propertyrights in the LDCs as a result of trade opening, so I focus on the case where only
internationaltradepatternschange. Fromthe resultsreportedabove, the implicationsof a greater
degree of intellectualpropertyrights enforcementfollow readily.Finally, it is useful to observe
at this point that despite the emphasis on the case with r > 0 in the previous section, the results
in this section do not dependon the sign of qr.
4.1. Tradeand skill-biasedtechnical change
Suppose that there is free trade in Yh and YI.This will affect innovationincentives throughits
effect on product prices. In particular,in the presence of free trade, all productprices will be
equalizedacross countries,ratherthanbeing determinedby domestic suppliesas in equation(5).
The world relative price of skill-intensive goods will be given by the world relative supply
throughan equationsimilarto (8). More specifically,similarargumentsto before imply that
Y

and

= (p )(1-L)/ Q/Lj

yJ

= (Phh)(1-i)/fQhHj,

which differ from (16) because the world prices of the two goods, ratherthan country-specific
prices, feature in output.Using the fact all consumersin the world face the same relative price
and will have the same relative consumptionof skill-intensiveand labour-intensivegoods, and
exploitingQs =OJ QJ forj = 1, 2.... J, we have the world relative price of skill-intensive
goods as
P})

Y1-y

~8

Qh

HW-

Q)(

Lw)

e-

(31)

H and Lw L + =0 OjLJ .
where recall that Hw =Hu + J=10j
Equation (20) still determinesthe value of innovation,and equation (21) is the free-entry
condition,but total profitsare now given by
l(Xqli(i)) = P(1 - fi)P 13/LU

+

t

EJ j=l0o L]ql(i),
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and
- l)Xi
rWh(.qh(i))= f(1

1/ H[H + z U

qh(i

which differ from previous expressions because, instead of country-specificgood prices, they
featurethe world prices of labour-and skill-intensivegoods, Pl and Ph.
Let me once again start with the case in which there are no intellectual propertyrights
in the LDCs, i.e. it = 0, and first discuss the BGP. With /x = 0, the BGP condition is
= phlHU, or
frl(ql (i))/Xqli(i) = h (qh (i))/Xqh(i), which implies pl /LU
PHU L-

P=T

Lu

o

(32)

This is similarto (23), except thaton the left-handside we have the world relativeprice of skillintensive goods ratherthanthe U.S. price. Combiningthis equationwith the world relativeprice,
(31), we can solve for the BGP skill bias of technology in the presence of free tradeas

(Lu )
y ) (Lw)
I have writtenthe technology terms as Qh and Qi to emphasizethatthese termswill be different
from those that prevailedin the last section without internationaltrade.Comparing(33) to (24)
and using the fact that HW/LW &lt;
HU/LU, we obtain
Ql~

Qh

Qh

Qi

Qi

Therefore, trade increases the skill bias of technology from Qh/Qi to Qh/Qi, that is, trade
induces skill-biased technical change. This result follows from the price effect on the direction
of technical change emphasized above: internationaltrade increases the relative price of skillintensive goods, and the higher relative price of skill-intensivegoods encourages furtherskillbiased technical change.19
There is an additionaland strikingimplication:tradedoes not affect the long-run relative
prices of skill-intensive goods in the U.S. Before trade this relative price was given by pU =
(HU/LU)-/ (from equation(23) above), and now the world relativeprice is p = (HU/LU)-/
(from equation (32)). Therefore,because of trade'seffect on technical change, the BGP relative
price of skill-intensive goods faced by U.S. consumers remains unchanged:the induced skillbiased technical change ensures thatthe world relative supply of skill-intensivegoods increases
sufficientlyto reducethe world relativeprice to the pre-tradeU.S. level.
This result may, at first, appear somewhat paradoxical, since the reason why technical
changebecomes more skill-biasedis the price effect-i.e. the fact thattradeincreasesthe relative
price of skill-intensivegoods in the U.S. But it is quite intuitive,and simply reflects the strength
of the directedtechnology effect. To see the intuition,note thatthe relativeprice of skill-intensive
goods plays two roles in this model. The firstis to clear the marketfor goods (i.e. equation(11)),
and the second is to ensure equilibriumin the technology market (i.e. equation (23)). Since
the technology equilibriumcondition relates the relative price of skill-intensive goods to the
relative supplies in the U.S. market, which do not change, the long-run equilibriumprice of
skill-intensivegoods cannot change either.So there has to be a sufficientamountof skill-biased
technicalchange to increasethe supplyof skill-intensivegoods to achieve the same relativeprice
19. Because the degree of enforcementof propertyrights has not changed, the marketsizes for differenttypes of
technologies remainthe same as before trade.
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aftertradeopening. We will see below that with transitionaldynamics,the relativeprice of skillintensive goods in the U.S. firstincreases and then returnsto its pre-tradelevel.
Next, recall thatthe skill premiumis still given by equation(17), and Q /QJ is the same in
all countries.Also, internationaltradeimplies thatthe relativepriceof skill-intensivegoods is the
same in all countries.Therefore,skill premiain all countriesarenow equalized.Notice, however,
that this observationdoes not guaranteefactor price equalization, since U.S. technologies are
typically less productivewhen used in the LDCs (i.e. Oi <' 1), makingU.S. workersearn higher
wages thanLDC workers.To calculatethe post-tradeworld skill premium, 2, I use equation(17)
togetherwith (31) and (33)
(1

-

y)e

(

HU)2+(

Hw)

-1

co
where recall that =_ p(e- 1)- 1. That > wu immediatelyfollows from HW/LW < HU/LU.
For comparison,also note thatif the skill bias of technology remainedat its U.S. pre-tradelevel
given by (24), the world (and U.S.) skill premiumwould have been
/1-y\8/r

(1+r/7)2 1

U\

&
(1_)E(H

<0).

1)

)2+
(=

(36)

The fact that &o> c&, i.e. that induced technical change contributesto the increase in wage
inequality,again follows from HW/LW < HU/LU.
Equations (34)-(36) give the major result of this paper. They imply that trade opening
induces skill-biased technical change in the U.S., and increases the skill premium more than
would have been the case with constanttechnology.
What happens to skill premiain the LDCs? Using equations (27) and (35), we obtain that
the skill premiumin countryj will increase, i.e.co > wi, if and only if
HW

Hi

LJ->

(

W

2+1/Hu

LU)

-(1+-)

*

(37)

Clearly this is satisfied for j = U, since HW/LW < HU/Lu, reiteratingthat i > oU. More
importantly,LDCs for which condition(37) holds will experiencean increasein inequality,while
the rest will experience a decline. Condition (37) is more likely to be satisfied for LDCs that
are relatively skill-abundant,while LDCs that are most skill-scarce should experience a decline
in inequality as in the standardtrade models. This implication is consistent with the evidence
discussed in footnote 6 that, over the 1980's, wage inequality increasedin a numberof LDCs,
while declining in others. It can also be empiricallyinvestigatedin more detail using microdata
from LDCs, and relatingwage inequalitychanges to tradeopening and relative supply of skills.
It is also straightforwardto characterizethe transitionaldynamics of the world economy.
Suppose the opening to tradeis unanticipated.Then immediatelyaftertradeopening, Qh/ Ql is
less than its BGP level, so we will have Zh >Zl, and the skill bias of technology will gradually
increase. Over this process, as shown in Figure 5, the world skill premium,
c, increases and the
world relativeprice of skill-intensivegoods,p, falls. We thus have (the proof is in the Appendix):
Proposition 4. Assumethat A = 0 and'/(.-) <O0. Supposethat the world economyopens
to internationaltrade,and this change is unanticipated.Aftertradeopeningwe have Zh >Zl. The
BGP value of Zh =Zl =Z is given by (25), and hence the growthrate of the world economy is
unchanged,(X- 1)z0(z) with z given by (25). Theskill bias of technologyincreasesfrom Qh/QI
given by (24) to Qh/QI given by (33). The skillpremiumin the U.S. immediatelyincreasesfrom
ou as given by (26) to &ias given by (36), and then gradually rises to 6) > ou as given by (35).
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FIGURE 5

Dynamics of the U.S. relative price of skill-intensive goods, U.S. skill premiumand equilibriumskill bias after trade
opening

Theskillpremiumin countryj > 0 is higher in BGP if (37) is satisfied,and lower otherwise.The
relativeprice of skill-intensivegoods in the U.S. immediatelyincreasesfrom pU = (HU/L U) to p as given by (31) evaluated with Qh/QI given by (24). This world relative price of skillintensivegoods then declines asymptoticallyto its BGP value p1= pu = (HU/LU)-fi.
If instead 0'(.) = 0, then the economy immediatelyjumps to the new BGP after trade
opening, and there is no change in the relativeprice of skill-intensivegoods in the U.S.
Overall, there are a numberof conclusions significantly differentfrom the standardtrade
models. First, endogenous (directed)technical change implies that tradewith the LDCs induces
skill-biased technical change. The impact of trade on the U.S. labour market may therefore
be much larger than predictedby standardtrade models. Second, because trade induces skillbiased technical change, the productivityof skilled workers increases. Third, there is a force
counteractingthe decline in inequalityin the LDCs implied by trade:these economies use U.S.
technologies, which are becoming more skill-biased.
Finally, trade first increases the relative price of skill-intensivegoods in the U.S., but then
eventuallythis relative price returnsto its pre-tradeU.S. level. This result is importantbecause
changes in relativeprices are the usual interveningmechanismin trademodels. So in evaluating
the impact of trade on labourmarkets,previous work has looked for evidence of an increase in
the relative prices of skill-intensivegoods (e.g. Lawrence and Slaughter, 1993). In this model,
however, induced skill-biased technical change in the U.S. implies that trade may increase the
price of skill-intensivegoods by only a limited amount,or not at all, but may still have a major
effect on the U.S. labour market.The inconclusive or paradoxicalevidence reportedin these
paperson the behaviourof the relativeprices of skill-intensivegoods does not imply thattradeis
not a majordrivingforce of the recentrise in inequality.
How large is the effect of trade opening on the skill premium for plausible parameter
values? To answerthis question,consider the estimateby Borjaset al. (1997) of ln(HW/L ) ln(HU/LU) ~ 0.04 between 1980 and 1995 used in Section 2. Now equations (26) and (35)
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imply thatInco-ln wo = -[ln(HW/LW)-ln(HU/LU)], so we expect tradeopening to increase
the skill premiumby approximately4% between 1980 and 1995, which accountsfor 20% of the
actual increase (4/20 - 20%), or makes tradetwice as importantas in models with exogenous
technology. Given that some of the increase between 1980 and 1995 is likely to have been due
to the slowdown in the supply of college graduatesduringthe 1980's, this analysis implies that
internationaltradecould be an importantcomponentof the explanationfor the increase in U.S.
wage inequality.
4.2. Intellectualpropertyrights enforcementin the LDCs
The previoussubsectiondiscussed the effect of internationaltradein a world without intellectual
propertyrights enforcementin the LDCs. The next propositiongeneralizesthis result to the case
in which thereis intellectualpropertyrights enforcement,and is provedin the Appendix B:
Proposition 5. Suppose that the world economy opens to internationaltrade, and this
0.
change is unanticipated.Supposemoreoverthat ,u > 0 and q'(.) &lt;
(1) There exists ,i* > 0, such that if it &lt;
/z*, then after trade opening we have Zh > Zl.
The skill bias of technology, Qh/ Ql, unambiguouslyincreases. The skill premiumin the
U.S. immediatelyjumps up after trade opening, then gradually increases further The
relativeprice of skill-intensivegoods in the U.S. immediatelyincreases,and then gradually
declines.
O0,than the above resultsholdfor all ti.
(2) Supposealso that rY&lt;
Therefore,most of the results are similarto those in Proposition4.20 But now international
trade might affect the world growth rate, and the implications for the post-traderelative price
of skill-intensivegoods in the U.S. is ambiguous-that is, we could have p less than or greater
than pu.
5. CONCLUDINGREMARKSAND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This paper has constructeda simple model to analyse the patternsof skill premia we observe
across countries and over time. Skill premia are determinedby the relative supply of skills,
the degree of skill bias in technology, and internationaltrade. The major innovation of this
frameworkis that skill bias of technology is endogenous,determinedby the relativeprofitability
of developing different types of technologies. An increase in the number of skilled workers
expandsthe marketsize for skill-complementarytechnologies, and induces skill-biasedtechnical
change. This increasein the demandfor skills implies thatthe long-runrelativedemandfor skills
can be upwardsloping: skill premia may increase in response to a rise in the supply of skilled
workers.The relationshipbetween the relativesupplies and skill premiaacross countriesis quite
differentin nature,however:among countrieswith access to the same technology frontier,there
will be a negativerelationshipbetween the relative supply of skills and the skill premium.
The most importantresultsof the paperconcernthe effect of increasedinternationaltradeon
the U.S. labourmarket.I show that tradeopening will cause skill-biasedtechnical change in the
U.S. In contrastwith the standardmodels, this inducedtechnology effect also implies that trade
opening may increase skill premiain the LDCs, increasethe demandfor skills more significantly
20. Very differentresults would be obtained,however,if propertyrights were not enforcedin LDCs before trade,
and tradeled to the full enforcementof these rights. In this case, the impact of trade (and the change in propertyrights
enforcementregime) on the U.S. skill premiumwould be given by consideringan increasein H/L in equation(24) in
Section 3.
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and more broadlythanpredictedby the standardcalculations,and could have these implications
without affecting the long-runrelativeprice of skill-intensivegoods.
One of the advantagesof the frameworkpresentedhere is its relative simplicity,enablinga
numberof extensions, with a varietyof empiricalimplications.I conclude the paperwith a brief
discussion of some of these extensions.
5.1. Tradeand labour-biasedtechnical change in Europe
The analysis so far focused on a model in which there is one technological leader, the U.S. In
reality, not only the U.S., but also a number of other advanced economies, such as European
countries, develop frontiertechnologies. A naturalconjecturemay be that increased tradewith
the LDCs will also cause skill-biased technical change in Europe. However, in contrastto the
U.S. experience, there has been little increase in inequalityin continentalEurope, and although
the demandfor skills has certainlyincreasedin Europeover the past severaldecades, this increase
appearsto be somewhatless thanin the U.S. (see Bermanet al., 1998). The frameworkpresented
here enables an analysis of this issue with some speculative and surprisingresults that can be
empiricallyinvestigatedin futurework.
Suppose that "Europe"is relatively technologically advanced, in particular qU(i) >
qE (i) > 0Equ (i) for s = 1, h and all i, where E denotes Europe. This implies that European
firms will prefer to use technologies designed for their own needs ratherthan the U.S. ones,
and there will be R&D in Europe, improving Europeantechnologies. Since the U.S. is more
advancedthanEurope,the LDCs continueto use U.S. technologies. Also assumethat HU/LU >
HE/LE > HiJ/L or all j = 1, .., j.21 Finally, to simplify the analysis I assume that Europe
is small relativeto the rest of the world economy.
The equations that describe technology choice in the U.S., in particularthe equivalent
Differences in the
of (24), now hold for Europe, so QI/QE = ((1 - y)/y)8(HE/LE)P(8-l).
relativesupply of skills between the U.S. and Europewill imply differentdegrees of equilibrium
skill bias in the two economies. In particular,since HU/LU > HE/LE, the U.S. will develop
more skill-biasedtechnologies than Europe.Also similarly,the skill premiumin Europewill be
oE = ((1 - y)/y)e(HE/LE)?,

where recall that t

f-(e

- 1) - 1. If the induced technology

effect is strongenough, that is, if r is positive, the U.S. may have higherreturnsto skills despite
its greatersupply of skills.22This contrastswith the negativerelationshipbetween the supplyof
skills and skill premiaamongthe set of countrieswith access to the same technology frontier(cf.
Proposition1). This resultreflectsthe fact thatdifferencesin the relativesupplyof skills between
the U.S. and Europetranslateinto differencesin the technology frontiersof these economies.
Now supposethe worldeconomy opens to trade,andhypotheticallyhold technologies fixed.
Before trade,we have pu &lt;
pi for j : U, E, so the relativeprice of skill-intensivegoods
pE &lt;
is highest in the LDCs, next in Europe,and then in the U.S. Tradewould lead to a new, common,
relative price pt.23 It is clear that pJ > pt > pU, so the relative price of skill-intensivegoods
21. Nickell and Bell (1996) argue that U.S. high school graduatesare less skilled, so one might be temptedto
thinkthat supply of skills is not necessarily greaterin the U.S. However,Devroye and Freeman(2000) show thatthereis
no supportfor this presumptionwhen comparingnativeborn Americanswith Europeans.All internationallycomparable
statistics,in turn,suggest that the fractionof workerswith high educationis greaterin the U.S.
22. In practice, inequality and returnsto schooling seem to be higher in the U.S. than in Europe, despite the
greatersupply of skills in the U.S. For example, in 1984, the log differenceof the 90-th and 10-th deciles of the hourly
wage distributionwas 1-40 in the U.S., 1-16 in Britain, 1.23 in France, 1.01 in the Netherlands,0-88 in Germany,1-01
in Sweden and 1.04 in Japan(Freemanand Katz, 1995, Table 2). In the context of this framework,this patternarises
because the skill-abundantU.S. develops more skill-biasedtechnologies thanEuropeancountries.
The standardexplanationfor this patternis institutionalwage compressionin Europe.The purposeof the exercise
here is not to deny the importanceof wage compressionin Europe,but to offer a complementaryexplanation.
23. I am using pt to distinguishthis fixed technology case from the case where technology adjusts, p.
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would increase in the U.S. and would fall in the LDCs. The effect on Europe is ambiguous.It
depends on the relative sizes of the U.S. and the LDCs, and the distance between Europe and
these other countries. Let me assume that pt > pE, which is the reasonable case in practice.
Therefore,in the absence of an induced change in technology, the impact of trade would be to
increasethe demandfor skills in Europe.
Now consider tradeopening in the world economy with endogenous technology.We know
from Section 4 that the long-run equilibriumrelative price of skill-intensive goods, denoted
by p, will have to adjust to satisfy the technology equilibriumcondition (23) in the U.S. (this
follows from the fact that LDCs still use U.S. technologies and Europe is relatively small).
This implies that the technology equilibriumcondition in Europe, which would have required
p = (HE/LE)-fi,

will not be satisfied. In fact, we have
p

pu = (HU/LU)-P

&lt;
(HE/LE)-

= pE

In other words, given the numberof skilled workersin Europe,the world relativeprice of skillintensive goods is too low for skilled innovations to be profitablethere. Europeanfirms will
thereforedevelop only labour-complementarytechnologies, and Europeanskill-complementary
technologies will stagnate. As a result, trade will induce labour-biased technical change in
Europe,while causing skill-biased technical change in the U.S.24 As U.S. skill-complementary
technologies advance, it will eventually be profitablefor Europeanfirms to begin using U.S.
technologies in the skill-intensive sector, and skill-biased technical change will progress at the
same rate in the two economies.
Therefore, this analysis provides an alternativeexplanation for why inequality did not
increase in Europe. Implications of this analysis are testable with detailed productprice data
from Europeand the U.S. According to this approach,skill-intensivegood prices should fall in
Europe after trade opening, while they increase and then fall (or not change much) in the U.S.
Interestingly,this is consistent with the results reportedin Desjounquereset al. (1999), which
show a small increase in the relative price of skill-intensivegoods in the U.S. and a decline in a
numberof Europeancountriesbetween 1974 and 1989.
5.2. Tradeand technologyadoption
The frameworkhere predicts that opening to trade with the U.S. can increase skill premia and
wage inequalityin the LDCs. This follows fromthe effect of tradewith the LDCs on U.S. product
prices. If different LDCs were to open to U.S. trade at different times, the prediction of the
frameworkwould be more similarto the standardtradetheory:to the extent that each individual
LDC is small, its additionto the world tradesystemhas a negligible effect on productprices in the
U.S., and thereforea negligible effect on technology. So when an LDC opens for trade,holding
tradingpatternsof otherLDCs as given, it shouldexperience a decline in wage inequality.25The
24. This result depends on the assumptionthat the U.S., Europe, and the LDCs all starttradingwith each other.
It is of course possible that the world was characterizedby free trade between the U.S. and Europein the 1960's, and
the big change was opening of tradebetween these countriesand the LDCs. In that case, trade will cause skill-biased
technical change in both the U.S. and Europe.However,the data suggest thattradebetween the U.S. and Europegrew at
least as fast as tradebetween the U.S. and the LDCs (see, for example, WorldBank, 1997).
Moreover,the resultsoutlinedhere with goods producedby differentcountriesas perfect substitutes,may appear
somewhat extreme. The working paper version, Acemoglu (1999b), shows that the same results hold when different
countriesproducegoods that are imperfectlysubstitutable.
25. In other words, this model suggests that the empiricalrelationshipbetween the skill premiumor inequalityin
countryj and tradeopening should be
wj = a* measureof tradeopening in j + b* measureof tradeopening in the U.S.,
with a &lt;
0 and b > 0.
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available evidence, discussed for example in footnote 6, suggests that trade opening does not
lead to a decline in inequality,though this may result from other marketreforms taking place
concurrently.
The frameworkhere suggests an alternativeexplanation.Notice that so far even without
internationaltrade,LDC firms copy U.S. technologies. A differentplausible assumptionis that
LDC firms need to import some know-how and machines from U.S. technology firms in order
to produce machines at home. Such machine importsmay be harderor even impossible before
opening to internationaltrade. In that case, before trade countries would be using, at least to
some degree, local technologies. These local technologies will be catered to their own needs.
In particular,assuming that before trade opening, LDCs can only use local technologies, the
analysis above implies that the pre-tradeskill premiumin countryj is cl)i = ( I yY) ( H, )6. As a
result, the technologies employed in the LDCs before trade will use less skill-biased than those
in the U.S., because these countriesare more abundantin unskilled workersrelative to the U.S.
However, provided that oiqU(i)
> qJ (i) for s = 1, h and all j and i, as we have assumed
so far, when they can import machines, LDC firms will prefer to use U.S. technologies. After
opening to trade, there will thereforebe two changes: first, it is now the world supplies that
matterfor domestic prices; second, there will be a switch from domestic to U.S. technologies.
Hence, the skill premiumwill now be given by @ = [( I yY)

e HLW
] 2+5 (

QQh) Q

.

This sEll

premiumcan be greaterthan coJ,if U.S. technology is sufficiently more skill-biased than pretradelocal technologies, i.e. if Qh / QI >> Qh/QI . More generally,we may expect little change
in inequality when an LDC opens to trade, and a general increase in inequality in many of the
LDCs over the period of global tradeopening, which is consistent with the existing evidence.26
5.3. Technologychoices in the LDCs
Another importantextension is to endogenize the technology adoption decisions in the LDCs
and the productivityof U.S. technologies when used in othercountries.Imagine a generalization
of the above frameworkwhere LDC technology firms have to performR&D in order to copy
and adopt U.S. technologies. In particular,suppose that local firms have to undertakeR&D
to develop machines that can be used in the LDCs (i.e. that are appropriateto the conditions
in the LDCs). Nevertheless, the state of knowledge in the U.S. as capturedby Ql and Qh v
affects the relative costs of R&D in these countries.More specifically, assume that the cost of
R&D on a machine for skill type s of quality q in LDC j is Biq(Qu/QJ)¢ The last term
in this expression implies that the fartherbehind is a country relative to the U.S. in a given
sector, the cheaper it is to develop technologies in that sector. From the analysis so far, it is
straightforwardto see that in the case without trade,the BGP condition in country j becomes
(p})l/j(Hi/Li)
= (Qh /QIi)¢ (Ql /QIi)-¢. This expressionincorporatesthe fact thatthe more
skill-biased are U.S. technologies, the easier it is for LDCs to develop their own skill-biased
technologies. The equilibriumskill bias in countryj is then obtainedas
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An interestingimplicationof this expression is that now each country'srelative supply of skills
will affect its own technology, and countrieswith greatersupply of skills will adopt more skill26. Freemanand Oostendorp(2000) and Behrmanet al. (2001) find no change in inequalitywhen an LDC opens
up to trade,but a generalincrease in inequalityin the LDCs over this period of global tradeopening.
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biased technologies and may have greater skill premia as in the U.S.-Europe comparisonin
Section 5.1. But in addition,as in the basic model of Section 3, the U.S. skill bias will also affect
LDC technology choices.
This model might shed some light on the patternsof diffusion of skill-biased technology.
For example, Berman and Machin (2000) show that there has been rapid skill-upgradingin
many middle income countries,but there is much less evidence of rapid skill-upgradingin the
poorest economies. This may reflect differences in these countries' choices of whetherto adopt
the new skill-biased technologies developed in the U.S., which are in turn determinedby the
relative supply of skilled workersin these countries.More generally,a more detailed theoretical
and empirical analysis of the interactionbetween technical change in the U.S. and technology
adoptionin LDCs, and its implicationsfor the distributionof wages, appeafsto be a fruitfularea
for futureresearch.
APPENDIX A. DATA
The samples are constructedas in Katz andAutor ( 1999). I thankDavid Autorfor providingme with datafrom this study.
Data from 1939, 1949 and 1959 come from 1940, 1950 and 1960 censuses. The rest of the data come from 1964 1997
March CPSs. The college premiumis the coefficient on workerswith a college degree or more relative to high school
graduatesin a log weekly wage regression.The regressionalso includesdummiesfor othereducationcategories,a quartic
in experience, three region dummies, a nonwhite dummy,a female dummy,and interactionsbetween the female dummy
and the nonwhite dummy and the experience controls. The sample includes all full-time full-year workersbetween the
ages of 18 and 65, and except those with the lowest 1%earnings.Earningsfor top coded observationsare calculatedas
the value of the top code times 1-5. The relative supply of skills is calculated from a sample that includes all workers
between the ages of 18 and 65. It is defined as the ratio of college equivalents to noncollege equivalents, calculated
as in Autor et al. (1998) using weeks worked as weights. In particular,college equivalents= college graduates+ 0-5 x
workerswith some college, and noncollege equivalents= high school dropouts+ high school graduates+ 0-5 x workers
with some college.

APPENDIX B. PROOFS
Proof of Proposition2. Firstnote thatrs (iqS (i))/iqS (i) is independentof the level of machine quality,qs (i), out
of BGP as well. Then, combining equations (20) and (21) implies that zS(qS(i)) = Zs. So we only have to determine
the time path of Zh, Zl, Ql and Qh. (21) holds at all times, so differentiatingit with respect to time and using (20), we
.

.

ObtainZs = ¢,,¢((zzs))vs
-a¢(Vzsz)svsfor s = l, h, where a,¢,is the elasticity of the 0 function. Combining this with (20)
and using (21), we obtain:
Zh = r +Zh(/)(Zh)-4)(Zh)(phU)1/HU
aQ

(Zh

and

*

r +ZI¢(Zl)-¢(ZI)(plU)l/LU

) /Zh

aQ

Next note that Qsl Qs = (R-1)0(zS)zS,

(B.1)

(Zl ) /Zl

so defining Q-Qh/QI

(B.2)

Q-(R-l)(Zh0(Zh)-Zl0(ZI))Q-

Equations (B.1) and (B.2) completely describe the dynamics of the system. To analyse local dynamics and stability
in the neighbourhoodof the BGP, I linearize these equations. Then, around the BGP, Zl = Zh = z*, Q = Q* ((1

y)/y)£(HU/Lu)p(£-l)

and ignoring constants, we have Zh =

a+(z*)/z*

+ fl(z

sQ)(Q

AaZ()z(z)lzz*)-f2(Z*,
Q*)(Q-0*)
and Q = A(Z*)Q*(zh-Zl), where A(z*) _ ¢'(z*)z* + ¢(z*) > °- 1 and slr2
are analogously defined, and are both positive. This linearizationenables us to reduce the three variable system to two
variables Q and (-Zh-Zl

Q = A(z*)Q

(

and

(

= a ( *)/ *¢ + +(Z* Q*)(Q-Q*),

where + (z*, Q*) = +1 (z*, Q*) + 2 (z*, Q*) > 0. This linear system has one negative and one positive eigenvalue,
and thus a unique saddle pathconvergingto the BGP equilibrium.

BGP.That is, whenQ < Q*we wouldhave Zl = O and Zh oo for an infinitesimally short while, and we immediately
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In contrastwhen <t(-) _ constant, there are no transitionaldynamics, and the system immediatelyjumps to the
jump to Q = Q*.

11

Proof of Proposataon3. Let ArI(Q^/QI)-rh(iqhta))/Aqh(i)-xtI(Aqla))/Aql(a)
where Th and xl are given
by (28) and (29), and depend on QhlQI throughthe price terms.These price terms are given by

Pt =

Y + (1 _ y) ( 1

Pi =

y

(

Y)

1

Y)

Qh H

and

Qh

+ (1-y)

which yields apl /a(Qh/Ql)
> o and aPh/a(Qh/QI)
< O.
The result aArI(Qh/Ql)/a(QhlQl)
< o immediately follows. Then, as explained in the text, a(Qh/QI)ela
(HU/Lu) > Oif and only if ahnla(HulLu)
< O i.e. dependingon whetherthe downward-slopingcurve in Figure4
shifts out or in, where I use the notation ( Qh/ Ql )e to denote the equilibriumvalue of Qh/ Ql . Next note that
ahn

a

[(PhU)l/ffHLu- (plU)l/p]

a(HUxLU)

8(HU/LU)

Also pl = [y + (1-y)(pU)6-l]l/(l-£)
and we can write the price of the skill-intensivegood as Ph = [Y + (1y)(pU)£-l]l/(l-£)pUs
where pu is given by (18). This then implies that
aArI

)l/ff {(pu)l/ff Lu - 1}]

a [(Pl

a(HUlLU)

a(HUlLU)

which gives
o( _

ahn

(pu)(l-p(l-E))lffLu

l

+(pU)l/p(pU)(l-ff)/

(pu)l/ff LU -1

r

>

pU + , LU a(Hu/Lu)

}

-

Next, we can seen thatboth lines of this expression are positive, which will establishthat aArlla(HulLu)
this, firstnote thatfrom (18) we have:

a(HU/LU)

This and the fact that £

>

1

1 + (8-1)

P

(

LU

)

>

O.To see

< °-

imply that

a((pU)lIffHUlLU)

f

a(HU/LU)

t

U

1 HU

p

apu

LU a(HU/LU)

I

=

pU

j

1-

,

O

1 +p(£-1)

establishingthatthe second line is positive.
Furthermore,the same argument implies that (pj)1/ff HLy iS increasing in LJ 1 and thus from the fact that
7,

HLJfor all j > O, we have (pu)l/ff HLu > (pj)1/ff HLJfor all j > O. This implies that we must also have

pu)l/ff Lu

>

1. To see this, note that in equilibriumwe have ATl = O,which can be writtenas

Atl = (p )

LU

1 + (pU)l/pLu

(E=1

(Pl )

(P )

Lj

Since, as shown above, (pu)l/ff Lu > (pj)1/ff HLyfor all j > O, we must have (pu)l/ff Lu
would necessarilyhave An

< o).

Togetherwith the fact that ApU/a(Hu/Lu)

)

>

1 (otherwise, we

< O,this establishes thatthe first line is
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positive. Therefore,a/vrI/a(HU/LU) > O,and an increasein HU/Lu causes an increasein (Q^/QI)e, i.e.
skill-biased
technical change.
Next, it is straightforwardto check that ahIl/ay < O,which, by the same argument,implies
a(Qh/Ql)e/au
<
o.

11

Proof of Proposition4. BGP results are proved in the text. To obtainthe dynamics,firstnote thatsince the
change
is unanticipated,aftertradeopening the state variable Qh/QI is unchanged.Equation(19) gives the
world skill premium
immediatelyaftertradeopening as ct) and implies that the relativeprice of skilled-intensivegoods will be

(

LU

)

LW

P

So we only have to characterizethe transitionaldynamics after this initial change. To do this, simply use
the

argument

fromtheproofofProposition2withtheonlychangethatQ*=(lyy)E(Lw)
(Hu)
*Thisestablishesthatthe
system is saddlepathstable, and will adjustgraduallyto the new BGP skill bias, Q*, as long as 0' < O.
Next note that
the pre-tradeskill bias, Qh/ Ql, is less than Q*, so the adjustmentwill featureZh > Zl, a decline in the
relativeprice of
skill-intensivegoods to p = pu, and an increase in the skill premiumto . Finally, if 0' = O,the adjustmentwill
be
immediate. 11
Proof of Proposition5. Let me define A2Tl as the difference in relative profitabilityof skill-biased
technologies
between the worlds with free tradeand no trade.That is,
/

rl (- | )

=

A rl ( Qh/

Ql | free trade)-A

n ( Qh/ Q | no trade)

with ATl(QhlQI) defined by (30). If /\2I1 > O, then trade opening increases the profitability of
skill-biased
technologies, and induces skill-biasedtechnical change.
Fromthe definitionof (30), we have that
- ((Ph)1/js-(phU1/)HU
_((plul/ff

_

+

(pUal/ppLU

p

_

Ej Oi ((Ph) 1-(Ph?

y E

oj ((plul/ff

_

)H

(pJ)l/ff)Lj

By the assumptionthat the U.S. is more skill-intensivethanthe LDCs (in particular,equation (12)), we
Ph > Ph

and

^

< pu;

and

Ph < Ph

and

have

forall j

Pl > Pl

so we immediatelyhave that
82\2Tl(- 111)
Toprove the firstpartof the proposition,simply note that A 2 n (- | ,u = O) > O,so thereexists at least
some range where
[O,,u*) where A2n(. 1 ,u) > Ofor all y E [O,,u*). The transitionaldynamics after tradeopening then
follow with an
identicalargumentto thatin the proof of Proposition4.
To prove the second part,note that if A2 [l ( 1,u = 1) > O,than afortiora /\2 [l (- 1,u) > Ofor all ,u < 1.
To show
that/\2Tlf 1,u = 1) > Ofor 71< O,note that when ,u = 1, we have
An

(

LJ '

S

Ql

§

notrade)

Ej=O

( LJ

Ql )

(B.3)

where

X (H

Qh ) _

ye + (I _ Y)e (

Y)

Q

L

I

L

}

(B.4)

withthe conventionthat j = Ocorrespondsto the U.S. and 0° = 1. In addition,we have
( LW R Ql

|

freetrade) =

E

oSiLjA (H

Qh )

(B.5)

skills, andare in the processof doingso. Asv O, this expression
becomes
exact.
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where
HW
Lw

EJ.=OAi H
EJ. oOjL;

of
= 1. This implies that HW/Lw is the weighted mean
without loss of any generality,normalize E]=O 0j L}
Now
"mean
a
of
thought
be
can
trade
from free tradeto no
/Lj j with each observationweighted by 0 j Lrj . Thus, the move
H
greaterthan(B.3) it is sufficientto show
jJ=0. Hence to show that (B.5) is
}
/LJ
{HJ
distribution
the
of
spread"
preserving
twice and some algebrashow that it is strictly concave
^(H/L, Qh/Ql) is concave in H/L. Differentiating(B.4)
that
a positive
in particular,in the U.S. (which is necessary to ensure
7 < Oand H/L < ((1-y)/y)-6ln in all countries,
for
premium,recall footnote 16). 11
skill

OF SKILLS
APPENDIX C. THE RESPONSEOF THE SUPPLY
a continuumv of unskilledagents arebornevery period,
the following extension of the model. In each country,
Consider
is constantat 1 (as in Blanchard,1985). Each agent
population
each faces a flow rate of death equal to v, so that the
and
to become a skilled worker.It takes Tx penods for agent
upon birth whetherto acquirethe educationrequired
chooses
income. The distributionof Tx is given by the function
labour
no
xto become skilled, and during this time, he earns
credit
of heterogeneityin this economy, and may be due to
(T) in countryj. The distributionof T is the only source
Gj
the set-up is
of
rest
The
education.
towards
policy
government
imperfections, differences in innate ability, or
market
no mass points, and consider the case with no property
To simplify the exposition, I assume that GJ (T) has
unchanged.
enforcementin the LDCs, i.e. ,u = O.
rights
all
HJ/LJ and the skill premium ctvJremain constant in
A BGP is now defined as an equilibriumin which
chooses schooling
Tx
education
of
cost
with
individual
an
if
In BGP, there is a single-crossing property:
countries.
exists a cutoff
j must also preferto acquireskills. Therefore,there
incountryj, then all agents with Txx< Tx in country
are nearBGP and v is
we
that
Assume
education.
acquire
not
do
j
levelof talent, TJ, such that all Tx > TJ in country
small,then:27
Hj

LJ

Gj

(Tj)

1-Gj(Tj)

(C.1)

between
agent with talent Tj in country j needs to be indifferent
Nextwe need to determinethe cutoff level Ti. The
V)(T+
expE-(r
JCt°°
=
any skills, his returnat time t is RJe
acquiringskills and not. When he does not acquire
is the
Wt
rate,
= wt(r + v-g) where r + v is the effective discount
= Wt AoX exp[-(r + v-g)r]dT
t)]Wt(T)dT
constant
the
at
grow
countries
all
in
wages
that along the BGP,
unskilledwage in country j, and I have used the fact
of time of
to acquireeducation,he receives nothingfor a segment
growthrate g. If in contrastthe agent with TJ decides
RJ (Ti ),
education,
the returnto agent Ti from acquiring
lengthTi, and receives the skilled wage thereafter.Therefore,
BGP,for
In
.
v-g)
+
(r
/
wh
]
Ti
Wh (T)dT = exp[-(r + v-g)
canbe writtenas RJ (Tj ) = gt+Ti expE-(r + v) (T-t)]
Inverting
so in countryj, coi _ wh/wt = exp[(r + v-g) Ti ].
Ti to be indifferent,we need Rei(Ti ) = RJeat all times,
a functionof the skill premium
as
skills
of
supply
relative
the
obtain
we
1),
(C.
thisequationand substitutinginto
(C.2)
Gj{ln(coi)/(r + v-g))
HJ
1-GJ (ln(J)/(r + v-g))
LJ
intersectionof the relative supply (C.2) with the relative
The equilibriumof each country j 7&U is given by the
determined
bias of technology, Qh/QI- The skill bias is in turn
demandfor skills given by (19) above for a given skill
O, so that the
>
1
When
endogenous.
also
is
HU/LU,
skills,
from equation (24), but the U.S. relative supply of
case
multiple equilibria are possible. Figure C.1 shows this
long-run relative demand for skills is upward sloping,
skill-biased,
more
technology
makes
which
high,
is
skills
of
diagrammatically.In one equilibrium,the relative supply
premiumis
investmentin skills. In the other equilibrium,the skill
increasing the skill premium,and encouragingmore
supports
and
technologies
skill-biased
less
of
development
the
low, so relativelyfew agents acquireskills, this encourages
a low skill premium.
is
why the supply of skills will differ between countries
It is also clear from this frameworkthat the only reason
U.S.
the
in
skills
of
supply
greater
a
is the one in which thereis
because of the function GJ . As before, the plausible case
weight
stochasticallydominatedby Gj's, i.e. GU has more
first-order
being
GU
to
corresponds
This
LDCs.
the
in
than
in the
difference
this
for
reasons
of
There could be a number
at shorterdurationof requiredschooling than the Gi's.

chosento acquire
becauseit doesnot takeintoaccountthe agentswho have
27. Thisis only an approximation
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u

long-run

relative
demand

~

/

,

relative
supply

HU/LU
FIGURE C. 1

Determinationof equilibriumskill bias and relativesupply of skills in the U.S. with tr > 0

propensityto invest in skills (i.e. for the differences in G's). Governmentsubsidies for education are more extensive in
the U.S., reducingthe costs of educationas capturedby G, and individualshave betteraccess to creditand typically have
longer life expectancy.All these factorsmake individualsin the U.S. more likely to invest in skills thanin the LDCs.
This analysis also provides an interesting way to think about the developmentsin the U.S. labour marketover
the past 60 years or even during the past century.As Figure 1 shows, there is a large increase in the supply of skills
accompaniedby an increase in the skill premium,most likely due to secular skill-biasedtechnical change. How do we
make sense of this pattern?Considerthe model developed here, and suppose that HU/LU startsbelow its steady state
level. Moreover,suppose that 0'(z) = 0. In this case, it is straightforwardto show that the economy will converge to
the BGP with HU/LU and Qh/Ql increasingsteadily.Furthermore,if q > 0, the skill premiumwill increaseover this
process.
Finally,considera shift to the left in the function GU in the U.S., which will increase HU/LU. The analysis so far
establishes that this increase in the relative supply of skilled workerswill increase the skill bias of technology Qh/QlThis change in technology will unambiguouslyincreasethe skill premiumat a given relativesupply of skills in all LDCs,
and thereforeencouragemore investmentin skills in these countries.
It is also straightforwardto repeatthis analysis for the case with internationaltrade.The most importantresult is
that because internationaltrade will cause skill-biased technical change and increase the skill premiumin the U.S., it
will also encourage furtherskill accumulation.This implies that there will be yet one more force towardsmore skillbiased technicalchange, since the increasein HU/LU (resultingfrom tradeopening) will encouragefurtherskill-biased
technical change.
As emphasizedin the text, tradeopening may increaseor decreasethe skill premiumin an LDC. In those countries
where skilled premiaincrease,therewill be furtherinvestmentin education,andwhen the skill premiumdecreases,there
might be less investmentin education.Therefore,the implicationsof tradeopening for investmentin skills in the LDCs
is ambiguous.
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